DTS introduces the new in-ceiling moving head range at ISE 2020

DTS reconfirm their presence at ISE 2020 to present the new in-ceiling moving head range dedicated to
architainment lighting applications, where specific entertainment lighting features are paramount.

DTS, the Italian lighting company, participate at the ISE, the best-attended professional AV and systems
integration trade show in the world. The show will be held in Amsterdam from the 11th to the 14th of February,
and DTS will introduce a new moving head range dedicated to the architectural industry.
In 2020 DTS will celebrate their first 40 years in the professional lighting industry and thanks to their experience
in both entertainment and architectural segments, they will aim at fulfilling the goal to transfer the great quality
of white light and color generation to the interior design application.
The new products represent the perfect harmony between the two market segments represented by this
tradeshow and offer a pragmatic solution to adapting the creativity of the entertainment lighting to
multifunctional indoor spaces.
Please welcome Alchemy 3 and Euphony 3 in-ceiling versions at booth X210 in hall 7.
Alchemy 3 Ceiling is a new item of Alchemy family: the new-generation LED wash lights that combines
powerful and superior light quality.
The fixture is equipped with a high-power multi-chip 6-color LED engine. This particular LED array reaches
an exceptionally uniform and wider distribution of energy throughout the visible spectrum - named by DTS
High Quality Spectrum (HQS). Thus, ALCHEMY 3 Ceiling is able to deliver a superior white light quality and
generate an extra-wide gamut of pastel-like colors with rich warm nuances. Lighting Designers will benefit of
this extended color palette providing a range of soft shades and natural skin tones.
Euphony 3 Ceiling is a LED wash light featuring 7 RGBW LEDs, a wide zoom and an efficient optical system.
EUPHONY 3 is a versatile moving head suitable for uniform projections on surfaces, from wide Wash to PC
Beam. Thanks to its perfect color mixing, 16 gel filter emulations and a custom soft frost filter, it can provide
high standard performances.
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Euphony 3 guarantees perfect linearity in the increase / attenuation of brightness of multi-chip LED sources,
even at low dimming levels, thanks to the ‘Hi-Q Dimming’ technology.
Furthermore, it allows to select a Standard or Silent operation mode to fully adapt at any noise requirements.
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